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About This Game

The Garden Kingdom, a land filled with beautiful gardens. One day, the long-undisturbed peace was to be broken, when a
certain incident occurred.

Zoolians, beasts from the neighboring Zoo Empire launched an attack on Garden.

Protect what is important. Restore the livelihoods of the gardenfolk.

With the help of garderner Kurtz and his friends, face the Zoolians head on and defend the Kingdom of Garden.

 Battle System

Garden Tale is a 2.5D simulation RPG with a focus on strategy.
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In various places across the map there are plants with explosive properties called "Bonions".
Hitting a Bonion will cause it to explode, inflicting damage to units in the surrounding area.
 

If other Bonions are caught in the explosion, they will also explode, creating a chain reaction.
The larger the chain reaction, the larger the damage that can be inflicted, greatly increasing your Mana (which is
required to perform skills.)
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What's Bonion

【What are Bonions? (Part 1)】
Bonions are onion-like plants you will find spread across the map.
They take damage from attacks and will explode when their HP reaches 0.
Both enemies and allies caught in the radius of the explosion will take damage.

 

 

 

 

【What are Bonions? (Part 2)】
In this game, making use of the positions and properties of Bonions will give you the strategic edge in battle. Engulfing
multiple enemies in a single explosion feels great. But you must avoid causing too much damage to your allies with
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explosions.

【Chaining explosions (Part 1)】
When a Bonion explodes, any other Bonions caught in the explosive radius will also explode. It is possible to set off a
chain reaction this way.

【Chaining explosions (Part 2)】
Setting off a chain reaction not only increases the area in which you can inflict damage, but also increases the amount of
damage itself. You will also receive more mana, which is required for performing skills.
Note your allies' position and health before setting off a chain reaction, in case they get caught up in the explosions.

 

【Bonion skills】
There are some skills attached to certain equipment which can be used directly on Bonions. These include skills that
move a Bonion when you attack it, or grow Bonions quicker than normal. Becoming familiar with these skills will allow
you make better use of the Bonions on the field.

 Skills

You can give 1 unique skill and up to 2 skills for the weapon/armor of each unit.
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Some of these skills are passive effects, deal damage to enemies, or control Bonions.
Try to make the best choice of weapons and skills for each stage and bring your enemies to their defeat!
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Since I have one of the bikes in the DLC, and I can take it to 195 in Ireland, insta-thumbs up :D. shout out to magicdweedoo. It's
not a phase, mom!. Casual players may rage but i think the challenge is enjoyable. OMG I LOVE THIS GAME SO GOD
DAMN MUCH!! Definately should buy it! Great Game. Lots of fun. And I don't ever freak out over games. But this is in my
Top #3 Favourite games.. to much work. Grey Goo is the RTS I have been waiting for. Macro-focused, slower paced and deeply
engaging, Grey Goo merges the classic Westwood RTS (C&C, Red Alert) with modern finesse and excellent design (courtesy of
Weta Workshops).

If you are like me, this is one purchase you will never regret.. It's not a bad student game. I could see it really shining with a lot
more polish. Has some great ideas.

The bow mechanics are pretty solid. I like how you have to use different abilities using the arrows. Creating gravity wells,
stopping time, or moving platforms is a great idea. Although the animations were a bit off for the bow.

Movement was kind of annoying though. The character felt really floaty at times, I'd feel like I could make a jump one second
and not make a similar one later. The gravity well was also strange. Moving in it felt very awkward and I feel it could use the
most work out of a lot of the stuff.

Time slow was fantastic. Just the effect itself was fantastic. Loved in the "tutorial" area where you learn how to use it especially.
Simple yet conveys exactly what you need to know about it.

I wasn't really a fan of the bridge move however, it felt slow compared to the other things. As you had to aim and shoot multiple
things. Rather than just activating it and going.

All in all, I'd love to see a more polished version come out in the future, or even a sequel.. Keep in mind i've only played the
Prolougue thus far, so if anything major changes in gameplay I will edit review to reflect this.

Alright let's start with the bad:
-Voice Acting is sh*t; but honestly, I'd rather it be there than have just subtitles.
-Gameplay has been lacklustre; but not really repetitive.
-Graphics look like sh*t; but you'll get used to it.

Ok, so let's move on the the good
-Price is amazingly cheap
-Interesting genre combinations; I mean i've seen third-person\/RTS before, but never before have I seen an
FPS\/RTS\/Tanker\/Spaceship sim\/RPG done quite like this
-Story seems interesting; I mean, it's pretty generic, but some elements are very creative and praiseworthy.
-humor is a nice touch; the loading screens and some story elements are nice touches
-Nostalgia is real; for some reason this reminds me of some older games of the varying genres this patches together, go figure.
-Perhaps most importantly, it can be FUN.

Honestly, if you want a nice game to spend some time playing for over a weekend, I could reccomend this game to you, It may
look like the product of a MIT Game Design Major's final project, but then again, it looks as if this one could easily blow all the
other Projects out of the water.. "Store simulator does a great job at adressing the cancer on the steam store. simulating it
perfectly and the end game is 100% true and pretty funny. for 6 cents and 5 games id say its worth it."
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Eh, I mean if you're into fish and that kinda stuff then yeah. Never seen the movie but from what I can gather from playing this
game a fish named nemo is being searched for.

7/10. one of the best games i have played.very retro and arcadey.pls buy it.it is very worth it.. Whatever this game is, its not
bioshock.. This seems to me to be the best of breed of the 3rd person ship builder games.

It's raw, and in progress but the devs are lively and the game is a lot of fun.

. Dosen't exactly offer very much in the way of features for the price.. Operator Overload is a beautiful indie puzzle game by
Benn Powell.

Operator Overload has that most desirable quality of puzzle games; after trying every possible combination on a level and
thinking it is impossible, you feel a real rush of elation when you finally spot the solution! It's almost like beating a boss on Dark
Souls.

The game has 100 levels to keep you solving puzzles all night long. New magnets are introduced at a good pace, to keep the
worlds fresh, whilst not overwhelming the player with mechanics. The soundtrack is perfect to chill to and deserves a special
mention.

Disclaimer: The creator of this game Benn Powell is my brother-in-law :) I stand by what I wrote above.. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=yOh7V6WlfIM
..Quagmire!. I like this game but i don't feel comfortable recommending it. I played it for hours recently and ran into a lot of
bugs. When searching the forums the bugs were from before the game was released and still were not fixed. From what I can
see the devs abandoned this game as there are no other updates to fix them and some of them are immersion breaking and some
can be game breaking if you are early in your play.

One of the more serious bugs I run into is indians will start attacking the train. While normally this is not a hard challange, the
train will be stopped and you cannot start the train again and when you assign someone to the engine he scoops a shovel of coal
and stops. He does not shoot or move and the train does not start. No matter how many people you tell to do the engine it will
not start (nothing blocking the tracks)

The other very common bug is healing your guys. You can get a perk for them called "medic" (or something) and this allows
you to heal your guys without losing supplies. This sadly has the same effect as the one i just wrote about in that when you try
and heal them they stand still and will not react to anything until you move them. In the middle of a fight this is really bad.

Again, these bugs have been in the game since at least 2016 if not earlier (messeges in the bugs section of steam forums) and
they have not been fixed. If the devs decide to come back to the game and fix them then I would be happy to change this to a
positive review. As I said, if you are early enough in your playthrough these are game breaking as you just die very quickly. At
my point (most of my guys are level 20+) it's not too much of an issue other than serious immersion breaking.

Release and plans:
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Friends, the "7th Sector" was released on Steam!
I hope the game will leave a positive impression.

Now I am planning my future work. Most likely, I will not start a dev of new game, I need a rest. But I have idea, to release two
of my old projects: "Light" and "Train". Also, maybe I will dev a DLC for the 7th sector (Maybe with first person). Write in the
comments, how do you think about this idea? And of course, I want to make several updates for "35MM", add new elements
and fix old bugs. I unfortunately did not have time for this before.

I don’t say about 7th Sector updates and fix bugs - it goes without saying.

Thank you all for attention!. Update 1.0.2:
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Fixed several gameplay and graphical bugs. Fixed the error of saving the controller selection in the menu, closed some areas
where the character fell into textures, solved the problem with the invisible wall at the Chase level, fixed the problem with the
container blocking the path at the Tower level, etc.. Date of Release:

7th Sector. Release - 5 March! Work coming to the final.

Small video preview https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gVLmXcom21U. Trading Cards:
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Hello! I worked on the creation of trading cards and now they are available.. 7th Sector - OST:

Good day! Soundtracks for "7th Sector" by Aleksey Trofimov (Nobody's Nail Machine) are available on Steam as a free DLC!
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